The Woman, the Nursing, and Take Care in the Perspective of Kind

Abstract: In this article we discuss three central points, the woman, the Nursing, and take care in the perspective of kind. Talking with the authors we perceive that these elements possess an intimate relation, therefore the Nursing has been considered a profession essentially feminine, to which count in its workforce an elevated contingent of women. Him take care by its time, to the long one from the history, is strongly related with the woman. Some authors aim him take care like an element that is part of the life of the women. By its time, the main instrument of work from the Nursing rests in him take care to the another, exercised in its majority by women. Seeking understand those relations we find sustenance theoretical in the questions of kind, permitting approach us social, cultural, and historical trials that are done present in the practice from the Nursing, many times, without that the professionals perceive that they suffer influence of the kind in the routine one of its know\do, what comes determine and or condition the own one take care exercised.
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The Nursing Team Face the Patients With no Therapeutic Perspective

Abstract: This investigation searched to understand how it is for the nursing team to take care of a patient with no therapeutic perspective, covering the feelings involved in this process as well as the relationships established. This is a qualitative exploratory and descriptive research. The study was conducted in hospitals located in the northwestern region of the Rio Grande do Sul state, with members of the nursing team. The data collection happened with the use of an open, recorded interview, which was transcribed with the following guiding question: “How is it to take care of patients with no therapeutic perspective?” The analysis of content was used for this study. The manifestations were grouped in two categories of analysis. The first one approached the difficulty the team has in talking about death and the questions surrounded it. The interviewed people did not feel comfortable in talking about death because this made them thinks about the topic. The second category made an analysis about the preoccupations of the nursing team in giving the physical cares to the patients to the detriment of the psychological and emotional cares.
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